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QUESTION 1

You are working with a customer, CSI Industries, to deploy Cisco Video Surveillance at a new branch office. As part of
CSI\\'s centralized surveillance network design, IP cameras will stream across the WAN and be recorded by Cisco
VSMS at CSI\\'s main data center. IP surveillance cameras will be placed on their own subnet to separate them from
other voice and data traffic. CSI\\'s network administrator has allocated this subnet for IP cameras: 172.16.0.0 (subnet
mask: 255.255.254.0). 

What is the maximum number of IP cameras that can be placed on this subnet? 

A. 30 

B. 254 

C. 256 

D. 510 

E. 1022 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements is false with regard to the Cisco 4- and 8-channel standalone encoders? 

A. They both support dual streaming. 

B. They both support motion detection. 

C. They both support simultaneous video and audio. 

D. They both support H.264 compression. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which action type allows for event integration with a third-party application that supports HTTP triggers? 

A. Device trigger 

B. Soft trigger 

C. Motion event 

D. Alert 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

The branch security manager at a retail bank is asked to create a centralized surveillance solution using Cisco VSM.
However, the WAN link between headquarters and some of the branches has limited bandwidth. Using Cisco VSM,
flexibility of deployment is broad. 

Which one of the options below is NOT possible? 

A. Deploy a centralized VSM solution using H.264, instead of MJPEG encoding in branches with limited WAN speed 

B. Retain camera streams on local branch servers, and only access video from headquarters on demand (such as an
event or alarm video) 

C. Configure cameras for H.264 encoding and 15 fps, store video locally on a server, then transcode the same video
stream to 5 fps before sending it to the headquarters security center 

D. Configure dual streaming on each camera--one for high-quality local recording, and the other for streaming to
headquarters over WAN 

E. Trigger remote viewing of live video stream only when the operator at headquarters requests it through VSOM 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

When should a parent-child proxy be used? 

A. When you are watching the same camera feed multiple times at a remote site that also has a media server 

B. When you are watching multiple camera feeds simultaneously at a remote site that also has a media server 

C. When you are watching the same camera feed multiple times at the local site 

D. When you are watching multiple camera feeds at the same time at the local site 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which option must be considered when calculating storage and retention on a Cisco Physical Security MSP server? 

A. number of cameras, frame rates, camera distances, record on motion requirements 

B. number of cameras, frame rates, server locations 

C. number of cameras, frame rates, compression types, record on motion requirements 

D. number of cameras, camera distances, server locations, compression types 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

What are the two differences between interlaced and progressive scan video? (Choose two.) 

A. Progressive scan video is generally better with fast-moving objects 

B. Interlaced video is generally better with fast-moving objects 

C. Interlaced video is constructed out of alternating odd and even lines 

D. Progressive scan video is constructed out of alternating odd and even lines 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following product families is a building block for a Cisco Borderless Network Architecture, designed
specifically for branch deployments, and is capable of simultaneous LAN and WAN connectivity, security, mobility,
voice, video, and customized applications such as Cisco Video Surveillance on a single platform? 

A. Cisco UCS 

B. Cisco Catalyst 3750-X Series Multilayer Switches 

C. Cisco 2600/3700 Series Multiservice Routers 

D. Cisco 2900/3900 Series Integrated Services Routers 

E. Cisco Wide Area Application Services 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

When adding a backup media server to VSOM, which of the following options is not correct? 

A. Backup media server can back up archives from multiple media servers 

B. Camera recordings can be selectively backed up 

C. Either full recording or events from the past 24 hours can be backed up on a daily basis 

D. Backups can be scheduled to occur in the future, for example, after one week or one month 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

When troubleshooting camera issues, which technology allows you to find the IP address of a Cisco IP camera from the
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Cisco switch it is connected to? 

A. DHCP 

B. SNMP 

C. CDP 

D. UPNP 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two OS + browser combinations are supported for viewing video using Cisco SASD? (Choose two.) 

A. Windows XP SP3 + Internet Explorer 8 (32- or 64-bit) 

B. Windows 7 (32-bit) + Internet Explorer 8 (32-bit) 

C. Windows 7 (32-bit) + Internet Explorer 9 (64-bit) 

D. Windows 7 (64-bit) + Internet Explorer 8 (32-bit) 

E. Windows 7 (64-bit) + Internet Explorer 9 (32-bit) 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 12

Upon power on, the CPS-MSP-2RU-K9 server starts beeping and continues to do so, even if the server seems to be
operational. What is the probable cause of this issue? 

A. The clock battery in the server is empty and needs to be replaced 

B. One of the fans in the power supply has failed 

C. The incoming power voltage into the power supply is too low or too high 

D. One of the hard disk drives has failed and needs to be replaced 

Correct Answer: D 
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